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"Asteroid Goddesses" is the mythological tale of the goddess who stocks an identical identify
because the asteriod favorite in an astrological beginning chart. This booklet specializes in the
reemerging female in society and astrology with insights on therapeutic the female inside of
ourselves and our world. It contains an ephemeris of sixteen asteroids and whole delineations
through sign, house, and aspect.
This ebook covers the archetypes of the asteroids Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, Astroid Goddess and
Juno. the invention of those asteroids symbolizes the re-emergence and revaluing of
feminine/yin power in our culture, whatever that's desperately needed. i Astroid Goddess
believe that every one astrologers may still learn this book, and that even people who find
themselves now not attracted to astrology should still learn it.
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